
 

LATINO HERITAGE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
Diversity Internship Program 

 

NPS UNIT: TUMACÁCORI NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK PD#: 6 

Position Title: Graphic Artist/Illustrator 
Position Type: LHIP Direct Hire Authority Resource Assistance (DHA-RA) 
Primary natural resource discipline: Interpretation/Education 
Location: 1891 E Frontage Road 
Tumacacori, AZ 85640 
(or remotely) 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Position Description: The intern will render elements of the park story into a graphic format such as a comic, 
print, doodle fiction, manga, animatic, or other audio-visual media. The goal is to take a seemingly arcade 
historical period – but one with extraordinary modern relevance – and bring it into the 21st century creative 
space. This will advance Tumacácori’s efforts to share its relevance with younger and more underserved 
audiences, as well as celebrate the cultural heritage that the park protects. 

At least three products will be delivered: one for a general audience, one for a curriculum-based distance 
learning module, and one for children. The intern may adapt existing content such as park publications, exhibits, 
and images or develop a wholly new product. The choice of media will be determined by the artist’s skill and 
interest and the intended audience. Mentorship will include support for 21st century interpretive skills, NPS 
graphic identity principles, accuracy, inclusion, and accessibility. 

The park will be able to apply the intern’s work to interpretive programs, social media, and curriculum-based 
education efforts. 

 

 

This position is offered through the National Park Service's Latino Heritage Internship Program in partnership 
with Environment for the Americas. 

COVID ACCOMMODATIONS 

Yes 

LEARNING GOALS 

The intern will develop skills adapting historic content to a modern graphic interface. Many media types are 
possible such as animatics, comic strips, video, web content, and graphic design. Accessibility requirements and 
skills will be developed, according to the media of choice. By the end of the project, the intern will have fully 
developed three original interpretive products using skills directly applicable to visual arts and the humanities. 

MENTORING 



In addition to mentorship by the park’s web author/visual information specialist/education specialist, this intern 
will be able to collaborate with other interpretive staff and interns working on education and outreach projects. 
In particular, the education intern working at Tumacácori over the same summer period and the incoming 
graphic artist can work together when creating the curriculum-based distance learning module. Tumacácori has 
very productive partnerships with other nearby agencies and sites. Cross-training and collaboration with entities 
from Saguaro National Park, JUBA, Tubac Presidio State Historic Site, Western Archeological Conservation Center, 
Rivers and Trails Conservation Assistance, etc. will enhance the intern’s mentoring opportunities. 

PROJECT RESULTS 

After testing and development within Tumacácori and partners, the final products will be published to the park’s 
social media channels and website at the conclusion of the internship. 

LEADERSHIP 

Although the creatives products will rely on the artistic skills of the intern, they will be evaluated for accuracy, 
accessibility, and relevance to park interpretive themes. Co-creation of the products will come from discussion 
with park staff, partners, and supporting agencies so the intern will gain valuable experience coordinating the 
needs of multiple stakeholders and clients. 

DHA-RAI OUTCOMES 

Three unique graphic art products exploring park themes to serve three separate audiences – a general audience, 
a curriculum-based distance learning module, and children. 

NATURAL & PHYSICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
Physical Work Environment: Tumacácori is about 45 minutes south of Tucson and about 20 minutes north of 
Nogales and the international border with Mexico. At approximately 3,200 feet in elevation, the park is usually a 
few degrees cooler than Tucson but summer temperatures are generally high with a monsoon season in July and 
August. Grocery stores, libraries, medical care and other community services are available within a 10-20 minute 
drive in Rio Rico, Green Valley, and Sahuarita. Santa Cruz County is approximately 80% Latino, according to the 
U.S. Census and many residents travel frequently across the border. 

Work Environment: This work environment will be almost entirely office/home-based except for any training or 
site familiarization. There will be two other interns working at Tumacácori during the summer – one for resource 
management and another for interpretation. Other interns will be present at neighboring sites in Tucson, such as 
Saguaro National Park and the Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail. 

VEHICLE AND DRIVER LICENSE REQUIREMENTS 

Park housing is steps away from the office, but an intern would need a personal vehicle in order to get anywhere 
nearby (groceries, etc.). An intern working remotely would not need a personal vehicle or driver’s license.  

 


